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1. Introduction
1.1. A message from Anna Lungley,
Chief Sustainability Officer,
Dentsu Aegis Network

Climate change, biodiversity loss and inequality are global megatrends reshaping our world. In
2019 we saw a significant increase in both awareness and activity across all stakeholder groups,
with employees, investors, clients and consumers all calling for change. Business and brands have
no choice but to respond – in our most recent CMO survey of over 1,000 CMOs, three quarters
of them believe that associating their brand with a social purpose will be important to engaging
consumers in the future. Our industry is no exception, and our work is already underway. In 2019 we
have continued to lay important groundwork that will allow us to embrace the next decade with
strong environmental credentials and a social impact strategy that galvanises the talent, energy and
aspriations of our people and delivers for our clients, our shareholders and wider society.
We are committed to decarbonising our business operations and supply chain. And as an employer
of 45,000 people, we invest in the health and well-being of our people and are passionate about
creating a diverse and inclusive environment in which everyone can thrive. But we have a powerful
role to play, that goes beyond our own operations and physical impacts. Every day, all over the world,
our work influences the way that people think, feel and act. Our aim is to use our ideas and data to
highlight opportunities, inequalities, innovations and solutions to society’s greatest challenges. As a
Japanese company we plan for the long-term view, which means creating regenerative solutions that
deliver positive impact for our clients, society and the environment, and helping to fulfil our ambition
to create a more inclusive and equitable economy for all.
This ambition has never been more relevant. As the world continues to fight the Covid-19 pandemic,
we are not just tackling a global health crisis, but also preparing for the long-term impacts felt
across the global economy. Digital technology has helped us navigate this unprecedented time –
delivering solutions to help keep businesses running, and providing a vital connection to the outside
world when whole countries were in lockdown. However, these benefits have not been felt equally by
everyone. And even our latest Digital Society Index findings show that nearly half of the people we
surveyed, believe that digital technologies are increasing the inequality gap between rich and poor.
The pandemic has highlighted deep-rooted disparities all around the world. School closures are
disproportionately impacting poorer children without digital access. Unpaid care work has increased
as a result of school closures and the needs of older people exacerbating existing inequalities, as
women spend three times as many hours as men in unpaid care and domestic work.1 Millions are
registered unemployed or face job insecurity as businesses remain closed.
Our social impact programmes are already working to improve the lives of those groups likely to be
disproportionately impacted by the economic crisis following Covid-19: women and children. I am
particularly proud of how quickly Dentsu Aegis has responded to move our schools programme, The
Code, and our mentorship programme for female entrepreneurs, Female Foundry, online, so that we
can continue to provide support when it is needed most. We also continue to partner with Malaria No
More, to drive awareness of a disease that still kills a child every two minutes.

UN Women Policy Brief: The Impact of COVID-19 on Women; April 2020
https://www.unwomen.org/en/digital-library/publications/2020/04/policy-brief-the-impact-of-covid-19-on-women
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There is much more we can do to address inequality. We have started a conversation to examine
privilege and our attitudes to race: how it impacts our company, our work and our interactions
with society. Dentsu Aegis must be a driving force for a culturally progressive and diverse industry.
We have made good progress against our goal of increasing the number of women in positions of
leadership. In 2019, one third of our senior leaders were female, with a number of key appointments
including Anna Moulton, Global HR Director, to the Dentsu Group executive office. We also promoted
Jacki Kelley to the role of CEO Americas, and Jean Lin to the role of CEO, Creative Line of Business.
In 2020 we are delighted to welcome Wendy Clark as our Global CEO.
Addressing and mitigating the worst impacts of climate change remains a key priority. Before
Covid-19, the World Economic Forum (WEF) Global Risks Report 2020 found that for the first time in
the history of the survey’s ten-year outlook, environmental threats dominate the top five long-term
risks by likelihood, and occupy three of the top five spots in terms of impact. Although the pandemic
has temporarily reduced visible air pollution, there is no doubt that the cost to society has been too
high. We need to accelerate our action to mitigate the greatest threat that humanity has ever faced,
while building the conditions for humankind to thrive.
In 2019, we delivered our strongest environmental performance to date, reducing our emissions by
43% per full time employee (FTE) and achieving our 2020 goal one year early. We are signatories
to RE100, with an ambition to procure 100% renewable electricity by the end of 2020. In 2019 I
am pleased that we procured over 89% of our electricity from renewable sources. In recognition
of the influence we have over consumption, and the products and services people choose to buy,
we joined forces with global brands to transform the role of brands in wider society, co-founding
#BrandsForGood, a movement to make sustainable living easier and more aspirational through the
power of advertising and media.
One of the biggest differences we can make to society, is by helping our clients and partners to
achieve their sustainability objectives. Our clients have set ambitious sustainability strategies and
are delighting us with work that not only delivers financial results for their businesses, but also
has a positive impact on society. This aligns with our commitment to Common Ground, to use the
collective power of media and advertising to drive delivery of the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). We set ourselves a goal of reaching 1 billion people with related campaigns, and
in 2019 were proud to exceed this, reaching 1.67 billion people, including our pro bono charity
partnership with Malaria No More.
The impact of Covid-19 is likely to be profound and long-lasting. It is also likely to lead to a ‘reset’
of society’s future priorities and the interconnections between business, society and government. As
a company, we are also refreshing our Social Impact Strategy, assessing the most material issues
for our business and re-evaluating how we can make the biggest difference. Our focus moving
forward will include addressing climate change, promoting sustainable consumption and production,
promoting human rights, and helping to create a diverse, inclusive and equitable society and economy.
Our progress is best illustrated through the work and stories of our people. Their talent, passion and
commitment to driving positive social impact all across the world are truly inspiring. This report is a
celebration of their work.
Anna Lungley,
Chief Sustainability Officer,
Dentsu Aegis Network
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1.2 Our Social Impact Strategy
Our purpose is to create a Digital Economy
That Works for All
To create a digital economy that works for all.

This is our ambition…
…which means…

…which we are
delivering across
three areas…

…our flagship
programmes include…
Goal
…all of which is
underpinned by our
own organisational
behaviour…

We will use ideas and data to highlight opportunities, inequalities, innovations and solutions to society’s greatest challenges.
We will inspire others to embrace the potential of the digital economy and create a more efficient, effective and fairer society. .

Digital skills

Tomorrow’s leaders

Digital for society

We will share our skills and
capabilities empowering the next
generation to reap the benefit of
the digital economy.

We will mentor entrepreneurs and
change makers supporting them to build
a more diverse digital economy.

We will transform the role of brands in the
digital economy, using the power of progressive
partnerships to deliver better outcomes for society
as well as long -term commercial opportunities.

The Code

Female Foundry

Common Ground

Mentor 100 female entrepreneurs
by 2020.

Impact 1 billion people through SDG
led campaigns by 2020.

Improve the digital skills of
100,000 people by 2020.

Best in class environmental performance.
People who volunteer to share their time and talent with society.
A diverse and inclusive workforce intent on making a difference.

Social Impact is our strategy for achieving this. It was launched in
November 2018 to accelerate delivery of our 2020 goals and deliver our
social purpose. This meant transitioning our focus from Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) to a greater consideration of our role in society, and
embedding purpose at the heart of business, culture and operations.
Our strategy is rooted in tackling inequality and helping to create a more
equitable and inclusive digital economy. We are committed to using our
ideas and data to highlight opportunities, inequalities, innovations and
solutions to society’s greatest challenges. Our aim is to inspire others to
embrace the potential of the digital economy, and create a more efficient,
effective and fairer society. We are focused on three areas where we
believe we can make the biggest difference:
1. Digital skills: diversifying our talent pipeline by sharing our skills and
capabilities with the next generation.
2. Tomorrow’s leaders: building a more inclusive digital economy by
mentoring female entrepreneurs.
3. Digital for Society: working with partners and clients to transform the

role of brands in the digital economy through progressive partnerships
that deliver better outcomes for society as well as long-term
commercial opportunities.
Underpinning our strategic themes is our strong belief that change starts
at home. We are committed to decarbonising our business, by switching to
renewable electricity and reducing our environmental impact. We are also
building a company with a diverse and inclusive workforce and pipeline of
future talent – one that is as diverse as our clients and the communities
they serve. We also know our people want to make a difference to the
communities in which they live and work, so we encourage our people to
take up to two working days a year to volunteer.
Progress against our strategy is reported quarterly to the DAN Board.
Our Social Impact Steering Committee, established in 2019 under the
Chairmanship of our CEO, Tim Andree, provides governance and oversight.
It is attended by our Chief Sustainability Officer, Anna Lungley, as well as
senior leadership from our functions and regions, including our CFO, Nick
Priday, Global HR Director, Anna Moulton, and our Group General Counsel
Simon Zinger
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1.3 Overview of progress
vs 2020 goals

1.4
2019 Highlights
Performance highlights

To reduce our carbon footprint
by 40% per FTE by 2020

43%
2019

2018: 37% 2017: 23% 2016: 11%

To cut our flights emmisions
by 25% per FTE by 2020

19%
2019

2018: 21% 2017: 15% 2016: 3%

To procure 100% renewable
electricity by 2020

89%
2019

2018: 54% 2017: 23% 2016: 13%

To cut our paper
consumption emissions by
25% per FTE by 2020

94%
2019

2018: 82% 2017: 78% 2016: 70%

Our highlights in 2019 include...
• 2019 marked our strongest environmental performance to date: achieving our 2020
carbon reduction target one year early, reducing our emissions per FTE by 43% since
2015, and putting Dentsu Group on track to hit its 2030 science-based target.

To cut our business travel
emmissions by 25% per
FTE by 2020

• We procured 89% of our electricity from renewable sources. We have significantly
reduced paper and waste across the network, including water, by 94% and 82%
respectively, significantly outperforming our 2020 goals.

21%
2019

• Our strengthened governance and energy procurement strategy helped increase our
CDP rating, required by investors and clients, to A-.

2018: 24% 2017: 13% 2016: 2%

• We now have programmes to support female entrepreneurs across the company’s
three main regions, working with 72 female-founded businesses and putting us on
track to reach the 2020 goal.

To cut our waste emmissions
by 10% per FTE by 2020

82%
2019

• We significantly exceeded our goal of reaching 1 billion people through SDG-led
campaigns by 2020, reaching 1.67 billion people to date through both pro bono and
revenue-generating campaigns. One third of campaigns aligned to SDG 3: Health &
Well-being, reached 509 million people. We also reached 529 million people with
campaigns relating to SDG 5: Gender Equality and Empowering Women.
• Half our markets increased their volunteering participation; 11 markets achieved the
50% goal.

2018: 57% 2017: 28% 2016: 16%

• The number of women in senior leadership roles has increased to 32%.
To encourage 50% of our
people to volunteer

22%
2019

2018: 34% 2017: 34% 2016: 38%

To impact 1 billion
people through SDG-led
campaigns by 2020

1.67bn
2019

2018: 174m 2017: – 2016: –

To improve the digital skills
of 100,000 people by 2020

21,028
2019

2018: 12,368 2017: 5,478 2016: –

To achieve 40% females in
senior leadership

32%
2019

Our 2019 data shows there are three areas where we are currently behind in terms of
progress towards our 2020 goals.

To mentor 100 female
entrepreneurs by 2020

72

• Business travel is increasing. As a business we are learning valuable lessons from
the business continuity strategy during Covid-19 which we will use to inform how we
better achieve our goal in the future.

2019

2018: 15 2017: 14 2016: 7

As we near the deadline for
achieving our 2020 goals,
our 2019 data shows that
we have made significant
progress this year against the
majority of our targets.

2018: 30% 2017: – 2016: –
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• The Code, our flagship schools initiative, is now live in nine markets, delivering
creative and digital skills training to young people from socially disadvantaged
backgrounds, and helping to improve diversity in our industry. While the programme
is delivering strong social outcomes, and is being delivered in collaboration with our
global clients, it has not scaled as we had expected. We are therefore unlikely to
achieve our goal of supporting 100,000 young people by 2020. The digitisation of
the programme, in response to Covid-19, will however enable scale across markets,
beginning in the UK, US and Canada.
• Volunteering participation across the network has decreased overall . To reinforce
our commitment to volunteering in 2020, our people will be entitled to book up to
two days’ volunteering time on Workday, in the same way they do annual leave.

2. Environment

Climate disclosure at Dentsu Aegis
In January, Dentsu Aegis was awarded an ‘A- ‘rating for our response to the
annual environmental disclosure survey led by CDP (formerly the Carbon
Disclosure Project). The score was our highest rating to date, outperforming
our sector.

The global movement for radical action on climate change has never been stronger.
The past 18 months have seen a step change in the pressure on organisations for
tangible action to decarbonise business models, particularly from investors and the
general public. For the first time in its history, the World Economic Forum (WEF) 2020
Global Risks Report2 identified environmental threats as the top long-term risks by
likelihood and by impact.

CDP is a not-for-profit charity running the global environmental disclosure
system for investors, companies, cities, states and regions to manage their
environmental impacts. The organisation requests information on climate risks
and low carbon opportunities from the world’s largest companies on behalf of
over on behalf of over 515 institutional investor signatories with a combined
US$106 trillion in assets and 147 major purchasers with over US$4 trillion in
procurement spend. CDP has run a climate change survey for corporates since
2003. In 2019, over 8,300 companies disclosed on their impact and activities
around climate change through CDP.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 2018, stated that to avoid
the worst climate impacts, global greenhouse gas emissions will need to drop by half
in the next ten years.3 This target is necessary in order to reach net-zero by 2050, and
keep global temperature rise well below 2º Celsius above pre-industrial levels. By
2030, transformational change must occur across society and shift to a low-carbon
economy in order to achieve these goals. Business must play its part. Alongside many
countries and companies, Dentsu Aegis Network has responded by pledging to set netzero emissions targets.

Environmental Targets
(Baseline 2015)

2.1. Our commitment to
tackling climate change

To reduce our carbon footprint
by 40% per FTE by 2020

43%
2019

Change starts at home. At Dentsu Aegis we are committed to delivering best-in-class
environmental performance across our business and operations. We are switching
to renewables, reducing our paper consumption, restricting single-use plastics and
minimising business travel to reduce our carbon footprint significantly.

To cut our flights emmisions
by 25% per FTE by 2020

19%

2019 highlights:
• 2019 marked our strongest environmental performance to date: achieving our 2020
carbon reduction target one year early, reducing our emissions per FTE by 43% since
2015 representing a total reduction of 16,392 tCO2e. As part of that total reduction,
this year we reduced Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 7,717 tCO2e.

2019

To cut our paper
consumption emissions by
25% per FTE by 2020

• We accelerated our transition to renewable energy procuring 89% of our electricity
from renewable sources.

94%

• We have significantly reduced paper and waste across the network.
• Our strengthened governance and energy procurement strategy helped increase our
CDP rating, required by investors and clients, to A minus.

2019

Our waste emissions sources comprise: energy efficiency, landfill waste,
recycled waste, water use

4

https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-risks-report-2020/

2

https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
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To procure 100% renewable
electricity by 2020

89%
2019

To cut our business travel
emmissions by 25% per
FTE by 2020

21%
2019

To cut our waste emmissions
by 10% per FTE by 20204

82%
2019

Renewable electricity
Like most businesses, the energy we use is a key focus of our efforts to reduce
emissions. In 2015, Dentsu Aegis became a member of the RE100 initiative,
committing to procure 100% of electricity from renewable sources by 2020. In doing
so, we joined a global coalition of businesses calling for change. In 2019, we purchased
89% of electricity from renewable sources, contributing significantly to the overall
emissions reduction.
Dentsu Aegis has continued its commitment to procuring renewable electricity, even
in some of the most difficult markets for corporate renewable purchase. Where
we cannot procure renewable contracts directly, we work with Natural Capital
Partners5 to purchase through renewable electricity certificates or Energy Attribute
Certificates (EACs). EACs provide the systems required to reliably track generation
and consumption of renewable energy, and demonstrate demand for increased supply.
We have also secured EACs in new and emerging renewable electricity markets, for
example: the UAE, Morocco, Israel and South Korea.

RE100 is the global corporate renewable energy initiative, bringing together
hundreds of large and ambitious businesses committed to 100% renewable
electricity. Led by The Climate Group in partnership with CDP, RE100’s mission
is to accelerate a global shift to clean energy and zero-carbon grids – delivering
a cleaner, healthier future for us all.
RE100 now has 242 members, comprising some of the largest and most
influential business across all sectors. A range of our global clients are
signatories, including AB InBev, Coca-Cola, IKEA and Microsoft making the
public commitment to procure renewable energy

Natural Capital Partners has retained its I-REC leadership position and is the first
company to have cancelled more than 5 million International REC Standard (I-REC)
renewable energy certificates on behalf of its clients, playing a critical role in the
transformation to a low-carbon electricity grid.

5
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Travel emissions

Sustainable Facilities

Business travel is another significant area of impact on emissions for our business. In
2019, global air travel usage increased by 7% from the previous year. Reducing this
impact will be a key area of focus in striving towards our net zero ambition.

In order to deliver against our climate goals and ambitions, we have worked across our
global building estates and facilities, to continuously invest in lower-carbon building
solutions, efficiencies, and reduce our paper use. We continue to invest in office
consolidations across our global network; by bringing our brands together we reduce
our emissions, but also encourage collaboration and creative discussion.

We are working to embed new behaviours learnt through Covid-19 travel restrictions
to ensure we can sustain reductions in business travel in the long term. Behavioural and
cultural changes such as virtual pitches and meetings are just some of the many ways
this can be achieved.

Local environmental initiatives that focus on recycling have helped to reduce overall
waste production.

John Brown – Carbon offsetting
Rainforest Concern / UK

Environmental office strategy
In 2019, Brazil made significant changes to make their offices more sustainable.
This included:
• Banning plastic cups and stirrers

John Brown – Carbon offsetting
Rainforest Concern / UK

• Running an International Recycling Day event and book donation
• Running vertical garden workshops for all offices in Brazil
• Carton box recycling for improving insulation of precarious housing
• Recyling the pull-tabs from aluminium cans to support wheelchair donations

Rainforest Concern is a charity that aims
to protect threatened natural habitats and
the biodiversity they contain, as well as the
indigenous people who live in and depend on
them. Through the charity’s Forest Credits
scheme, John Brown offsets its unavoidable
carbon emissions – its gas, electricity and
work-related staff travel. The conservation
programme has been operational for 20 years,
and helps prevent the cutting and burning of
tropical rainforests (responsible for almost one
fifth of global carbon emissions), as well as
preserving threatened biodiversity and providing
vital environmental services.
John Brown began purchasing Forest Credits
in 2007 for its London hub, and in 2011 for its
South Africa office. To date it has offset more
than £80,000 of its emissions, £8,032 in 2019
alone.
The offsetting contributions that John Brown
makes to the charity directly fund work in
the Neblina Reserve in Ecuador. The charity
works with indigenous people who have lived

These waste and recycling projects had a significant impact in reducing the
enivronmental impact of the offices:

on and ‘owned’ the lands for generations to
secure legal ownership of the land, as well as
developing educational and sustainable work
programmes with them.

• 8 tonnes of waste is now recycled annually in all Dentsu Aegis Brazil offices,
generating income for former homeless people

The donations to the 2,000-hectare reserve
through John Brown’s offsetting, help Rainforest
Concern to protect it from threats such as
logging, small-scale agriculture, road building,
and oil and mineral quarrying and mining.
The reserve is a biodiversity ‘hot spot’ and
an important source of water for local
communities. By protecting carbon stocks in
trees compared to a baseline deforestation
rate, the project satisfies the first criterion of
‘additionality’, the main principle of carbon
offsetting. Calculations concluded that
protecting the reserve against deforestation
would result in 366 hectares of avoided
deforestation, saving the emission of
approximately 253,873 tonnes of carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere, equivalent to
heating over 29,250 homes for a year, over a
period of 30 years.

• Half a million plastic cups are no longer used
• 200 trees and 450,000 litres of water was has been saved
• In the São Paulo headquarters 25,000 fewer plastic bin bags were used,
1,000 waste bags were diverted from landfill.
• After the success of the 2019 projects Dentsu Aegis Brazil has many new
plans to improve improve the environmental sustainability of their offices.
For example, they have partnered with a charity to recycle their Waste
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) in São Paulo, Rio and Curitiba
alongside staff awareness training on pollution associated with WEEE. They
are also looking into improving their energy efficiency, paper reduction and
implementing a plastic bottle ban.
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2.2 What next?
While we have made strong progress against our environmental goals, we know that
we must go further. As Dentsu Group, in 2017, we set science-based targets verified by
the Science-Based Targets Intiative.6

What are Science-Based Targets?
Targets adopted by companies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions are
considered ‘science-based’ if they are in line with what the latest climate
science says is necessary to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement – to limit
global warming to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels, and pursue efforts
to limit warming to 1.5°C.
The Science- Based Targets Initiative champions science-based target-setting
and is a collaboration between CDP, the United Nations Global Compact
(UNGC), World Resources Institute (WRI), and the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF), and one of the We Mean Business Coalition commitments.

These targets commit us to reduce emissions in line with the aims of the Paris Climate
Agreement at COP 21. Dentsu Group will reduce absolute scope 1 and 2 greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions by 24 percent by 2030 from a 2014 base-year. To address scope
3 emissions, Dentsu Inc also commits to reduce business-travel GHG emissions per
employee by 25 percent between 2015 and 2050.
In addition, during Climate Week 2019, Dentsu Aegis signed the Advertising Week
Climate Pledge, #TheFutureIsCalling, committing to set a net-zero emissions target.
The pledge commits us to:
1. Agree: global climate change is an urgent threat to humanity.
2. Pledge: to contribute significant resources - in talent and media – to awaken the
American public and the world to the crisis.
3. Promise: to engage our employees in solutions we can adopt today, and to push
ourselves and our clients to make immediate plans to get to zero emissions.
The #TheFutureIsCalling pledge strengthens our resolve to tackling the climate crisis
through the work we do with clients and partners.

Science-Based Targets Initiative https://sciencebasedtargets.org/

6
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Environment: Case Study

EarthApp: Don’t Wait to See
How the Earth Gets Old
SDG

SDG 3

Agency

Isobar

Country

Russia

Client

Greenpeace
Russia

We need to spread the
word that humanity is on
the brink of catastrophe.
And changes may come
only if we stop acting like
there’s no tomorrow.

In 2019, Greenpeace Russia worked with
Isobar Moscow to raise awareness about
climate change, using the Oldify FaceApp
trend as inspiration. The outcome was
a series of Instagram carousels, which
depict how the most beautiful places
on the planet are going to look, if we do
nothing about climate change.

Polina Karkina, Greenpeace Russia
co-ordinator for climate and energy

With striking images such as St Petersburg
flooded with water from the Neva river,
the campaign received a lot of attention.
Many influencers shared these visual
future predictions on various social media
platforms. As users were shocked, they
shared, inviting more and more users to
join the Greenpeace movement against
climate change.

135 921 400
Total reach

Watch video
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DIMPACT
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Understanding the climate impact of the digital media supply chain is
complex. There are challenges of constantly evolving technological
systems that underpin digital media, and a complex media content
journey, with delivery networks, data centres, web infrastructure and user
devices to consider. This presents a barrier to effectively mapping and
measuring its carbon impact, but we know that the impact of the wider
value chain is massive. Research has shown that the ICT sector, a core
part of the digital media supply chain, will account for as much as 14%
for the total global emissions footprint by 2040.8 Every piece of content
we consume online involves a data centre, which typically uses significant
amounts of energy to power it, often from fossil fuels.
Our solution to fully map the carbon impacts of digital media content
and services was to collaborate and develop DIMPACT. This online tool,
developed in partnership with researchers from the University of Bristol’s
Computer Science Department, along with eight of the world’s most
innovative media companies, including the BBC and Sky, and convened by
Carnstone, will allow fast and effective measurement of the downstream
value chain emissions of digital media content. The aim is for DIMPACT to
work as an online carbon calculator to enable better emissions reporting
and more informed decision-making, to drive reduction of the overall
carbon footprint of digital services. It will also support future supply chain
work by facilitating partner conversations. Once successfully piloted,
DIMPACT will become a subscription-based model, available to any
company delivering digital media content.
Following a successful kick-off meeting in 2019, the DIMPACT project
partners have started developing the underlying model and initiated user
experience research. To find out more, see the DIMPACT website. The
project is an important part of Dentsu Aegis’s commitment to lead the
industry towards a net zero-carbon economy.

https://dimpact.org/about
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095965261733233X
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3. Digital skills

Dentsu Aegis Taiwan Social Impact Programme:
Showmei’s Fantasy World
As the poorest town of Shimen District in the northern tip of Taiwan, Laomei struggles
with low levels of education. The limited resources and other issues have led to a
lack of children’s confidence in themselves. The children had been given very few
opportunities to express their creativity. Determined to initiate change, Dentsu Aegis
Taiwan initiated a three-year social impact programme to support Laomei.

Our Digital Society Index research found that people are concerned about the impact
of digitisation on future jobs. They also worry about having the relevant skills and
opportunities to succeed. We aim to empower the next generation to reap the benefits
of the digital economy, by sharing our skills and capabilities through our flagship
global schools and early careers programme, The Code, and through other skillsbased volunteering partnerships in specific markets. The Code has a particular focus to
improve diversity within our industry and access to careers at Dentsu Aegis.

Fly! Showmei (Showmei is a nickname for the children living in Laomei) supports
Laomei’s education system, by using digital technology to provide local children
with opportunities to showcase their creativity and individual abilities. As part of
the programme, we created murals on the walls of local buildings using the pictures
children had painted; produced video content for which the children provided the
narration, explaining the pictures and introducing Laomei; and set up eight locations
within the community, where this content could be viewed via smartphone. This
created an immersive digital experience for visitors to explore the town, with the
children narrating the geographical and cultural history.

In 2019 we reached

In addition, we gave the children the opportunity to experience VR content, created
based on picture books that they had written themselves. This initiative attracted
attention online, with related videos receiving 5.2 million views on social media.

8,660
young people

4,151

and

through The Code

4,509

Not only have we had a fantastic media response, this campaign brought Dentsu
Aegis employees together, with lots of collaboration across the network totalling
13,352 hours of employee time.

through other
network activities

Testimonies:
Showmei boy, Guan-Wei Chiang
“I feel proud whenever I have friends visiting Laomei.”
Shimen District Office, New Taipei City Government
“Laomei has now become a livelier town with happier families and increasing
visitors. This program is beyond successful, and we hope to see this program reach
out to other cities.”

Digital Society Index
Dentsu Aegis Network embarked on a programme of
research back in 2017, in collaboration with Oxford
Economics, to understand how well countries are
shaping the digital aspect of their development. Since
then we have published annual studies that combine
a primary survey of more than 43,000 people across
24 countries, with economic and statistical analysis.
Since our survey started in 2018 we have seen a
collapse in trust in the use of digital technologies.
The Digital Society Index puts people at the heart
of the digital economy, to examine how trust can be
rebuilt to deliver sustainable growth.

Since 2018:
50+ print/digital media mentions
27 TV coverages
5 TV interviews
10,000+ AR filter impressions and shares
19,811 Instagram impressions
18,543 Google map views
9.2 million media reach
13,352 hours employee time
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3.1. The Code
The Code is Dentsu Aegis’s global flagship work-ready programme,
launched in the UK in 2017. It is the accelerator programme for our Social
Impact target to improve the digital skills of 100,000 people by 2020. It
opens the doors of our industry to the next generation of diverse talent,
equipping them with the skills to thrive in the digital economy through
immersive workshops, competitions, work experience opportunities,
apprenticeships and early career opportunities.
We aim to challenge the way the industry recruits, provide meaningful
opportunities for young people, and ultimately give the next generation
of talent the skills they need to thrive in the digital economy through
Creativity, Opportunity, Diversity and Empowerment.
The programme is expanding globally and continues to scale. The Code
is currently active in nine markets globally, with seven new markets
launched in 2019: Bulgaria, Canada, China, Denmark, Poland, Singapore
and the USA.
The Code has delivered impact, by offering quality support for
underprivileged young people. There is an appetite across our network
to nurture the next generation of diverse talent critical to Dentsu Aegis’
future growth. We have partnered with some of our biggest clients,
such as Jaguar Land Rover, Mondelēz and Mastercard, strengthening
relationships to support society together. While the programme has not
been adopted at the pace we had anticipated, we are slowly building
momentum across the global network, in establishing a sustainable
initiative that can support our business to inspire, upskill and attract our
future diverse workforce.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the closure of schools in many
markets, our 2020 programme activity has been hindered. We have
rapidly adapted our plans, launching a digital Code curriculum, a digital
Rise Up competition with client Mondelēz, and a global website to support
young people with insight into our industry and skills development from
their homes. The programme has been launched initially in the UK, but
with ambitions to take it to other markets, starting with the US. The online
curriculum aims to support UK students aged 15-18, and aided by our
education partner MyKindaFuture, has been promoted to 1,800 schools in
areas of low social mobility in the UK. The new digital curriculum consists
of educational video courses created by our employees, with the learning
platform providing access to over 20 active mentors from Dentsu Aegis
and Mondelēz available to help students online with any questions or
queries. Included in this curriculum is a module on ‘Marketing for Good’
which focuses on how communications can be used to drive sustainable
behaviours. The Code will continue championing diversity in new markets
in 2020 and beyond.

4,151

young people gained
digital marketing skills
through The Code in 2019
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7 new
markets
in 2019

Digital skills: Case Study

The Code
Collaborating with our clients to
diversify our talent pipeline

The Code Canada

The Code Bulgaria

The Code Singapore

The Code is embedded into Canada’s
future talent strategy and led by our
Talent Acquisition team in Toronto, who
are building a network of partnerships
with schools and organisations across the
country. During Autumn 2019 over 200
students from secondary schools across
Toronto and Vancouver took part in Insight
Days at our offices and through in-school
workshops. They also ran a careers event in
Toronto in November 2019, reaching 1300
students.

Launched at Bulgaria’s Digital Camp
in February 2019, the initiative is
a collaboration between Dentsu
Aegis Network Bulgaria and Isobar
Commerce Bulgaria.

Dentsu Aegis Network APAC launched
The Code in Singapore in July 2019.
According to the Digital Society Index
2018, almost two thirds (64%) of people
in Singapore are concerned that the pace
of technological change is too fast. The
Code aims to address this, by helping
young people to develop the skills they
need to thrive in the digital economy.

In March, 300 students (aged 14 and
15) across seven schools participated
in the Rise Up digital marketing
competition. Students tackled
marketing and e-commerce briefs
from Mastercard and Mondelēz.

The Code is a critical initiative for us in Canada,
by working closely with our schools and early
careers programs coupled with bringing the power
of our people and network, we’re aiming to make
a positive impact on the next generation of talent
and wider society.

65 Dentsu Aegis volunteers hosted
Introduction to Advertising workshops
in schools, reaching 400 students aged
15-16. They were challenged to bring a
client brief to life, promoting a new ad
for KFC’s sustainability campaign, Say NO
to Plastics, and then pitched back their
ideas to peers.

This is a great opportunity for us to show in
practice how the digital economy can work for
betterment of society. For us, social impact is
not the “icing on the cake” but instead a mustdo that empowers the future of our business.
Radoslav Nedelchev,
Chief Operating Officer of
Dentsu Aegis Network Bulgaria

Leah Wilson
Vice President of Talent Acquisition
Dentsu Aegis Network Canada

Watch video
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The Code UK

The Code Poland

In 2019, the UK supported 1,282 students through
The Code, with 660 taking part in the annual Rise
Up competition. Dentsu Aegis teamed up with WWF,
to challenge students across the UK to respond to a
marketing brief to attract regular young adult donors
to the charity and help tackle climate change. The
students participated in workshops led by volunteers
across Dentsu Aegis Network, to help build their
understanding of marketing, the different tools and
techniques that can be used, and the wide variety of
roles available in the industry.

Poland’s Code programme was delivered with global
education partner, Junior Achievement, and helped
to improve the digital skills of 600 young people
in 2019. 48 high school students undertook work
experience insight days at the office in Warsaw,
supported by 25 volunteers from Dentsu Aegis
Network. Students had an interactive visit to Poland’s
Dentsu Maker Lab to test out some of our latest
advances in marketing innovation and technology,
spent time working on a live marketing brief from
client Gillette, and job shadowed DAN employees to
learn about careers in our industry. In November our
people visited high schools to deliver workshops with
over 400 young people.

Student project entries were shortlisted down to 13
teams, who had the opportunity to pitch their ideas to
a panel of judges from WWF, media agency Vizeum and
Facebook, at the Facebook London headquarters in
December 2019. Three students from Oaklands College
in St Albans were declared winners and secured work
experience with Dentsu Aegis.

The Code is a fantastic concept that
has a real impact on shaping the reality
around us, helping young people to
get to know their strengths, learn new
competencies, opening their minds
and inspiring them. I personally join
this initiative as a volunteer, welcome
young people into our office and
explain to them about jobs in the
advertising industry. Personally, as a
boss and father, I believe that we can
inspire, strengthen and equip the next
generation with the skills necessary to
co-create the digital economy.

Rise Up 2019 in collaboration with WWF
was a celebration of creativity and diversity
from students across the UK. A valuable
opportunity to co-create solutions with the
next generation that will have a positive
impact on our planet and society. When
we combine their creativity with our
capabilities, we can continue to make
it real for our clients and inspire future
talent. None of us got where we are today
on our own - The Code is a meaningful way
to pay it forward.

Slawomir Stepniewski
CEO
Dentsu Aegis Network Poland

Scott Sallee
Social Impact Manager,
Dentsu Aegis Network UK
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The Media Trust
This year we supported the Media Trust, a charity that works with the media and
creative industry to give charities, marginalised groups and young people a stronger
voice. The Trust matches skilled professionals from across the industry with those in
need of vital communications training, mentoring and support. This year we helped
the Media Trust define its IT strategy and upskill its staff, and carried out a Server &
Desktop Audit and discovery exercise to understand the current IT landscape across
the charity. We also migrated the team to Office 365 and supported them with their
office move. This work aims to help the Media Trust build greater capacity to connect
industry professionals with the causes that need its support. We will be furthering our
partnership, to identify opportunities for our UK employees to volunteer to support the
charity’s programmes.

3.2 Skill Academy
We support our people to improve their digital skills and build their careers through our online
learning and development platform, Skill Academy. Here our people can access over 12,000 hours
of learning across 180 courses. According to our Digital Society Index, skills are not keeping pace
with needs—digital technologies are reshaping the jobs of tomorrow, but one in three people
globally can’t remember the last time they did any digital training (or never have done any).
We’ve worked with our own subject matter experts, to create innovative digital learning with content
from top global learning providers, specialist websites and global media partners. This has provided
our people with a range of learning modules from Blockchain to Design Thinking and Data 101.
This year, we introduced a 40-hour employee learning allowance, to give our people the dedicated
time and focus on growing personally and professionally. This time can be used for a range of
activities from attending a course or conference, to taking an e-learning module through the Skill
Academy or an external platform. Everyone can choose when and how they use their learning
allowance time.

40-hour
learning allowance for
all employees
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4. Tomorrow’s leaders

72

Our Digital Society Index found that digital engagement is
lower for women, reinforcing the diversity challenge across
digital industries. We are building a more diverse digital
economy through initiatives such as Female Foundry.
female founded businesses
supported through Female
Foundry and other initiatives

4.1 Female Foundry

Female Foundry is our business growth programme, designed to give female
entrepreneurs access to the tools, training, connections and resources they need
to build successful businesses for the digital age. The programme supports our
overarching Social Impact target to mentor 100 female entrepreneurs by 2020.

Female Foundry was established in response to the findings of a study published in
2016 by Dentsu Aegis agency, iProspect, entitled Hear Her Voice.

Women founders are invited to a three-day bootcamp led by expert trainers, to
develop their business models and map their strategies for growth. They build a strong,
connected network with other female entrepreneurs, both nationally and globally,
and are partnered with an experienced mentor to support and guide them towards
their goals. Our delivery partner, the Global Entrepreneurship Network, supports the
programme with its expertise in mentoring, bootcamp delivery and access to local
entrepreneurship networks.

• The 2016 research identified that women in emerging markets in Asia Pacific are
thriving as business owners, thanks to the power of technology and mobile phone
ownership, with 83% fuelling their businesses through social media marketing.
However, women entrepreneurs face a number of barriers in comparison to their
male counterparts, particularly access to experienced mentors, skills development
and investment.

In 2019, Female Foundry was successfully launched in India, South Africa, Chile and
Mexico, and to date we have supported 71 female founders through the programme.
98% of entrepreneurs rated their experience as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’, and 98%
‘Strongly Agreed’ or ‘Agreed’ that they would recommend Female Foundry to a friend.

Hear Her Voice studies have since been conducted in Latin America (2017) and Africa
(2019), with the research forming the bedrock of understanding the challenges and
opportunities facing women founders in each country, and informing the design of
local Female Foundry curriculums.
• The Latin America study found that 88% of female entrepreneurs believe that
technology plays an important role in the success of their business, and 73% use
social media to leverage their business. It also suggested that funding was a key
issue, as 67% had set up their business with their own funds. 46% consider having
flexibility and being able to make their own money as the biggest benefits of having
their own business.

Being part of the Female Foundry program in Chile has helped me to believe
more in my project, to meet wonderful women whose main objective is to create
services and products that help to improve the quality of life for people, and
to meet experienced mentors that motivate us to keep fighting for our dreams:
create value in people and contribute to their well-being.”
Carol Jaque Trujillo, Business Manager of Maryland Language Training Center,
Female Foundry Chile participant
The fact that we got to work with
such extremely knowledgeable
mentors was an experience in itself.
The amount of time and effort
they all put into each person to
personalise their advice to each
business was extremely impactful.”
Keisha Wylie, Founder of The
Homing Pigeon, Female Foundry
South Africa participant

• The research study conducted in Africa, found that the overarching motivational
driver for female entrepreneurs to start their own businesses is born out of necessity,
not opportunity. More than 90% of the female entrepreneurs involved in the
research said starting a business as a woman is extremely difficult, and they would
have benefited from having a support structure throughout their journey.

It would be wonderful if there could
be a new generation [of Female
Foundry graduates] every year, and
create a network among all of us to
strengthen the impact of women in
businesses in Mexico and globally.”
Lizbeth Monroy, founder of de Grupo
Roybad, Female Foundry Mexico
participant

The outbreak of Covid-19 has restricted travel and the ability to hold face-to-face meetings
in 2020. However, there is an increasing need to support female entrepreneurs, as the
economic impacts of the crisis further exacerbate inequalities. We have therefore adapted
the programme, transitioning to an online format, which will launch initially in the USA, with
the ambition to replicate the digital version in other markets so that we can continue to scale
the impact of the programme throughout 2020.
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Female Foundry
India
12 female founders joined our first Indian Female Foundry
programme in November 2019, hosted at Facebook’s offices in
Mumbai. The launch of the initiative was featured across all mainline
and trade press, including India’s Economic Times.

South Africa
In December 2019, 15 female entrepreneurs became the first cohort
to graduate from Dentsu Aegis Network South Africa’s Female
Foundry programme.

We welcomed a range of businesses including Leogirl Productions,
Rank Me Online, Tell Me Your Story, Networking Now India, Tute
Consult, 71 Events and AIMPI English Academy. Over the threeday bootcamp the women entrepreneurs mapped out business
canvasses, focusing on a deeper look at their customers, their
business models and their opportunities for growth. They also had
sessions with mentors from DAN, IBM, Facebook, Neotech Hub
and WinPE. The bootcamp culminated in the women pitching their
formulated business goals and objectives to their peer and mentor
community.

Women entrepreneurs from businesses including Encapsulate
Consulting, C Fruit, Recro Business Services, The Homing Pigeon,
Vela Personnel, Maximillion Digital, MLB Digital, Our Salad
Mix, Hot Head Media, Zeloi Agency, Gadifele Communications,
Brendmo Incorporated, Createplay, Makeda Media and Rhomona G
Marketing were selected to participate in the three-day bootcamp
in Johannesburg, led by experts from the Global Entrepreneurship
Network. They were paired with an experienced mentor to help
strengthen their businesses for growth and success, with mentors
joining from Dentsu Aegis Network and its agencies John Brown
Media, Carat, Amplifi and Vizeum, and partners and clients including
Estée Lauder, iAfrican Hub and ABB Global.

Koral Dasgupta, Founder of Tell Me Your Story, commented:
“The workshops run by Dentsu Aegis Network with GEN helped
me think harder and strategise without leaving gaps. They got me
to face some fundamental questions, which I hadn’t asked myself
earlier. Those answers built supporting blocks for many other
dilemmas I had before me. On the last day of Female Foundry we
were put before a team of mentors; interacting and listening to the
knowledge banks were inspiring. The Female Foundry bootcamp
would remain as one of the most pleasant and powerful inputs in
my initial phase as a new, first generation entrepreneur.”

Participant Chirene Jelbert, CEO of C Fruit, said:
“It has been a very long time since my soul has been so fed.
Entrepreneurship can be so lonely and it was the most phenomenal
experience to hear that everyone struggles with the same thing.”

India has undergone a digital transformation
and women entrepreneurs have played an
integral part in this movement. I believe that
understanding these women and helping
their motivations will not just benefit them
now but also lead to another set of thriving
woman entrepreneurs in the future.

Fortunately, at DAN South Africa, 69% of our
employees are female. However, we still have
a responsibility to our community to take an
active stand in bridging the gap in gender parity
across South Africa. In today’s competitive
environment, mentorship is even more vital to
ensure we empower female-run businesses and
assist female entrepreneurs with acquiring skill
sets without having to overextend themselves
financially.

Rubeena Singh
CEO of iProspect India

Koo Govender

CEO for Dentsu Aegis Network
South Africa
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Mexico

Chile

The first phase of the initiative in Mexico saw 15 mentors and female
entrepreneurs pair up to develop actionable strategies for achieving
scale and growth. The initiative was covered in national media,
including TV and radio appearances, press releases and influencer
marketing, achieving 900,000 impressions.

In November 2019, 15 female entrepreneurs took part in Chile’s first
Female Foundry. The bootcamp went ahead despite the protests and
unrest in Santiago at the time. The build up to the initiative saw 60
pieces of coverage released across radio, digital press, social media
and direct marketing through women’s organisations.
The female founders represented a range of varied industries and
included organisations Bamasuah, Eggy Cafeteria, comunicaxio,
Ziru Chocolates, Mamurri and bodynew. Mentors joined us from our
agencies iProspect and Isobar, alongside the founders of established
businesses within the Chilean entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Lourdes Ambrosi, founder of de Cochinita Vinil, an online stationary
company, said:
“Increasingly women are deciding to start a business, and the role
of women in business is becoming more recognized. I think there are
many women that with this little push from Female Foundry, they
would decide to do a lot more.”

Sandra Navarrete, Founder of Bodynew, a cosmetics company, said:
“I entered the Female Foundry program in November 2019,
despite the unrest and protests in Chile at the time. I immersed
myself in the three days of bootcamp where I received a lot of
knowledge, and where I could see my company from others’ eyes.
I realised that I had been moving away from my main objective as
a businesswoman, and Female Foundry gave me the roadmap and
tools to continue growing.”

We saw that female entrepreneurs face three
challenges that prevent them from propping up
their business: lack of financing, inspiration and
mentoring. That is why we wanted to support
them with training and ensure their permanence.

Sebastián Tonda

Digital convergence and this new generation
of businesswomen are changing the
way of traditional business as we know
it. Understanding these women, their
motivations and how we can help them is
fundamental to the success of all of us.

CEO of Dentsu Aegis Network Mexico

Laura Flores
Performance Director
iProspect Chile

Watch video
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5. Digital for society
Our ambition is to work with clients and partners to transform
the role of brands in the digital economy, to build awareness,
trust and better outcomes for society, as well as long-term
commercial opportunities.
Our industry has the power to influence the way that people
think, feel and act. We recognise that the biggest difference
we can make to society, is through our core products and
services, helping our clients and partners to achieve their own
sustainability objectives. We achieve this in a number of ways,
through our collaboration with Common Ground, our pro bono
support for causes including the eradication of malaria, and by
embedding social impact into the strategy and design processes
of our flagship brands, including Isobar Good and Merkle. In
2018 we set ourselves the goal of reaching 1 billion people by
2020, through campaigns related to the SDGs. We are proud
that we have exceeded this target a year early, with a total
cumulative reach of 1.67 billion in 2019.
In 2019...
Cumulative reach of

1.67 billion
through SDG-led campaigns

5.1. Common Ground
We collaborate with industry through initiatives such as
Common Ground, which aims to harness the creativity and
influence of the advertising and marketing community to
promote the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The
world’s six largest advertising groups launched Common Ground
in June 2016, at the Cannes Lions International Festival of
Creativity.

What are the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals?
The Sustainable Development Goals are “the blueprint to achieve a better wand more sustainable future
for all by 2030”. The 17 goals address the global challenges we face, including those relating to poverty,
inequality, climate change, environmental degradation, peace and justice. They were adopted by all
United Nations Member States in 2015; each goal has a set of targets and indicators that are used to track
progress against them.

In 2018, a campaign called Little x Little was developed by the
Common Ground partners which called on Generation Z to
deliver two billion acts of good in support of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). This UN award-winning campaign
championed the idea that little acts can amount to a greater
good. In 2019, to prove the concept, we chose to pilot a local
Little x Little campaign on a specific issue, SDG4: Quality
Education in Finland.
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Little x Little in Finland

“I think this initiative is really cool, because it’s a true
collaboration and we have the government behind us
as well. It’s just one of those things where everything
falls into place.

SDG4: Quality Education

Little x Little is an initiative that emerged from Common Ground, where creatives
from the world’s six largest advertising holding companies came together to raise
awareness and drive the UN’s sustainable development agenda among Generation
Z, the largest in history. By engaging the current generation of mission-driven young
people, the campaign set out to inspire 2 billion acts of good by 2030, in support of
the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals.

Cecilia Strömman,
PR & Communications Manager,
Dentsu Aegis Network Finland

In 2019, to prove the concept and show real commitment on the ground, Dentsu
Aegis chose to pilot a local Little x Little campaign on a specific issue, SDG4: Quality
Education, in Finland. Finland had always been a highly literate country; however in
the last ten years, youth literacy had dramatically declined, with one in ten young
people leaving elementary school with inadequate reading skills. DAN and charity
partner Children and Youth Foundation facilitated a hackathon, inviting the media and
marketing industry to participate. After two sessions they decided on the Read Hour
concept. This was inspired by the award-winning Earth Hour campaign, and encouraged
everyone to do a little action by stopping to read for an hour.
The campaign ran for two weeks in September 2019 on digital, TV, print, out of
home and through influencers, and culminated in a Read Hour event on UNESCO’s
International Literacy Day on 8 September 2019. Seven agencies, 60 Finnish
influencers, celebrities and politicians (including the Finnish president and his wife)
joined in.
Read Hour was mentioned in 56 articles including five articles in the biggest Finnish
newspaper, Helsingin Sanomat.. In terms of long-term impact, the government has
expressed its support in collaborating and using Read Hour as a way of making a
positive impact on youth literacy. Many schools have also expressed their willingness
to participate in the coming years. Finally, the media and marketing industry had made
a pledge (Sitoumus2050) to improve youth literacy in Finland for the long term. This
pledge is also supported by the Prime Minister’s office. The campaign reached over
1.25 million people.

Results

1.25 million people
Reached

Media and marketing industry made a pledge to
improve youth literacy supported by the Prime
Minister’s office
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5.2. Our focus on SDG 3:
Good Health and Well-Being
As part of our commitment to Common Ground, we agreed with the United Nations
to focus on SDG 3: Good Health and Well-being. As part of this, we have partnered
with global charity Malaria No More to help end malaria in our generation. In addition,
a third of SDG-led campaigns across Dentsu Aegis agencies in 2019 were focused on
this SDG.

Malaria No More partnership
Malaria is one of humankind’s oldest, deadliest disease which claims the life of a child
every two minutes. Before the Covid-19 pandemic half of the world’s population were
already living with the threat of malaria. At Dentsu Aegis we know we can make a
difference by using our creativity, data and influence to inspire people to mobilise in
the fight to end malaria for good.
That’s why in 2017 we launched a pro bono partnership with the charity Malaria No
More. We committed to help reach 300 million people by 2020, donate $5 million in
resources and dedicate 10,000 volunteer hours.. This long-term global partnership
focused on forming a ‘Creative Collective’ of media and advertising agencies,
collaborating on a campaign to help make malaria history.
In 2019 we continued to support Malaria No More with our communications expertise,
helping to raise $14.1 billion at the Global Fund in France in October.

It is only through developing the most powerful and
impactful global partnerships that we will be able
to end the world’s oldest and deadliest disease. Our
collaboration with Dentsu Aegis Network has become
a core part of the global mission to end malaria for
good – and to cut malaria deaths and cases by 90%
by 2030.

We also began to develop an umbrella brand, to unite the global malaria community
in their goal to end malaria within a generation. ‘Zero Malaria’ was launched on World
Malaria Day 2020.

$2.01 million
4,950 hours

contributed in
resources

Bringing together both disciplines and geographies,
Dentsu Aegis Network has enabled us to take an
integrated and systematic approach from start to
finish, and ultimately to focus on the impact of our
work. It is thanks to their efforts that we have been
able to home in on our audience and speak to them
in a way they’ve never been spoken to before – in
their own voice. We’re excited to continue our work
together as we aim to end malaria.

to the Malaria No More
partnership to date

James Whiting,
CEO, Malaria No More
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Safe sex,
please
SDG

SDG 3

Agency

Dentsu Aegis Thailand

Country

Thailand

Client

Reckitt Benckiser

In Thailand, there are very strict communication
regulations for sexual education. Condoms are
categorised as medicine, for which advertising is not
allowed. Sexual well-being is also not discussed in
the public domain, and leaves teenagers vulnerable
to teen pregnancy and STDs. Durex wanted to
address this from the core, by championing education
and well-being. It challenged us to establish an
educational communication approach via idigital
channels, to help Thai Gen Z to stay informed
and safe. As a market leader, it aimed to open the
conversation about sexuality and provide proper sex
education for Thai youth, to encourage them to use
protection.

1.3 million
content views

16,000
completed
quizzes

As young people today rely heavily on the internet
as their main source of information, we partnered
with Dek-D.com, an online platform for teenagers,
and created fun, educational content on the topic of
safe sex. We created quizzes, branded and unbranded
content and videos on the topics of protection, love
and relationships, to engage with the young people
visiting the site in an informative and accessible way.
This was the first time that sexual education was
highlighted in a major media campaign in Thailand.
It was very well received, with 1.3 million website
views and significant engagement, 16,000 quizzes
completed and 700,000 Facebook shares. Most
importantly, we successfully communicated with our
audiences and gave Thai teens a trusted source of
information about sexual health.

>700,000
Facebook
shares
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How UNO played the Reverse
Card on child loneliness
SDG

SDG 3

Agency

Posterscope

Country

Netherlands

Client

UNO

UNO is a game that connects people in a universal way. Mattel/UNO
Netherlands asked us to create a brand awareness campaign that
embraced their vision of connecting people, especially children. We
wanted to use this campaign to expose a serious problem: one in ten
children feels lonely. We also wanted contribute to the solution in
primary schools.
To find a solution, we talked to seven- to 12-year-olds and their
teachers. They gave us great insights into how games are played
and what helps children play with each other. With these insights we
created the UNO Playground, for primary schools to combat loneliness
among children and raise awareness for this underexposed problem. It
helps connect lonely children in the schoolyard with other children, so
that they no longer have to play alone.
The launch was a huge success for the children, but also the start of
UNO’s brand awareness campaign, using footage of the launch to create
videos and posters for social media. During the campaign we realised
a total online and offline reach of 24.4 million, and more than 100
applications of UNO Playground by schools.

24.4 million
reached

100

game
applications
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Give a s#*! about
your bowel
SDG

SDG 3

Agencies

Cox Inall Change, BWM Dentsu

Country

Australia

Client

Bowel Cancer Australia

Bowel cancer is the second deadliest cancer in
Australia with more than 100 people dying of
the disease every week. There is a misconception
that bowel cancer is an ‘old person’s disease’,
which meant public health messages to younger
Australians were not getting cut through.
Working with Bowel Cancer Australia (BCA) we
identified levers for behavioural change amongst
younger people and created an attentiongrabbing campaign that connected and drove
home educational messages. We developed a
strong tone-of-voice with a humorous edge, using
the voice of well-known comedian Bill Bailey,
and asked Australian’s to ‘Give a s#*! About your
bowel’! This crass call to action came from ‘the
bowel’ itself, which had a literal presence through
the clever GCI of a transparent human figure –
‘Bill Bowelly’.

277

3.2 million

60%

150%

pieces of media
coverage

Throughout Bowel Cancer Awareness month,
always-on advertising ran across TV, radio, social
media, online and out of home. PR amplified
the conversation at key points by unpacking the
realities of bowel cancer through survivors’ stories
and leveraging geographical incidence data to
secure the attention of regional media.

increase in orders
of screening tests

The use of humour and a widely recognisable
voice stimulated curiosity and drove conversation.
Lives has undoubtedly been saved thanks to this
innovative campaign.

Watch video
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people
reached

increase in search
enquiries for ‘bowel cancer’
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Clean Air for
Healthy Living
SDG

SDG 3

Agency

Carat

Country

Russia

Client

Philips

Philips strives to make the world healthier
and more sustainable through innovation.
One way of doing that, is the development
of Air Treatment devices for home use.
These devices make air cleaner and safer,
resulting in a healthier life.
Through personalised social media and
real-time air quality data, we created a
unique campaign to raise awareness of Air
Treatment solutions among families living
in the most polluted regions of Russia.
It explained how to make healthier and
more sustainable living through home
innovation.
In 2019, Philips ran a single digital
campaign on Facebook and Instagram,
showing targeted video ads with real-time
air quality data for ‘below average’ and
‘low’ quality air regions in 51 cities. The
personalised creative content brought
the issue to the attention of over 5
million people and increased Philips Air
Treatment sales in the polluted regions.

5 million
people reached
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Donate Your
Words
SDG

SDG 3

Agency

Carat

Country

UK

Client

Cadbury

In the UK, 225,000 older people often go a
whole week without speaking to anyone. It was
time for the public to forfeit their own words
in a display of empathy for the lonely elderly.
So, Cadbury, backed by a heritage of bringing
people together, partnered with Age UK to
encourage consumers to join them to ‘Donate
their words’ to the elderly.

1.2 billion

Cadbury removed its famous logo to create a
brand-less limited-edition Dairy Milk chocolate
bar. 30p from each bar was donated to Age
UK. On social media, consumers could post
wordless posts that would donate to Age UK.

earned impressions

It also sought to encourage the public to
donate their own words, by reaching out to
older people in their community for a friendly
chat to brighten their day.
Using a partnership with Sky and comedian Sue
Perkins, we placed Sue in isolation to record the
brutality of old-age loneliness. We also worked
with Channel 4’s programme, Gogglebox, to
show the emotional reactions of the cast to
videos about loneliness.
Cadbury’s Dairy Milk saw a 90% increase in
sales during the campaign period, showing that
doing good can also be good for business.

Watch video
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990,000

people pledged that they
would ‘donate their words’

5.3. Harnessing our innovation,
creativity and talent to drive
delivery of the SDGs
We have been working to embed addressing the SDGs into our commercial offerings
within our agencies. Several have created specific initiatives, such as Isobar Good and
Merkle’s non-profit solutions, in response to a demand for more purposeful work from
consumers and clients. We have also co-founded the initiative Brands for Good, which
is focused on how we can harness the power of brands to drive sustainable behaviours.

Isobar Good

Isobar Good is a global purpose-led initiative that uses Isobar’s skills, expertise
and methodology to drive measurable social impact for brands, businesses and
not-for-profit organisations (NFPs). Isobar Good’s ambition is to achieve the
SDGs, by working with businesses and brands to drive change.

Merkle’s non-profit solutions bring commercial-level marketing outcomes to NFPs. With
its rich data and analytics heritage, Merkle has deep industry expertise in fundraising for
leading NFPs.

Merkle partnered with our clients to raise
$165 million in 2019
Cancer Research
& Support

Health
Charities

Humanitarian
Relief

Human
Services

Dollars raised:
$76,093,251

Dollars raised:
$60,563,043

Dollars raised:
$21,904,405

Dollars raised:
$7,255,452

Donors:
1,272,389

Donors:
1,089,827

Donors:
109,399

Donors:
157,371

Isobar Good is our global initiative dedicated to social
impact. Started organically in Australia from our passion for
design for good, we’ve scaled to over ten global markets in
the past 12 months. Our ambition is to create a better and
more sustainable world for everyone, brought to life with
the Isobar mission of transforming businesses, brands and
people’s lives with the creative use of digital. We believe
social impact means significant positive social, community
and environmental change. This is different from CSR or
Corporate Social Responsibility, as we solve challenges
through innovation – rather than donations or volunteering.
We help corporates integrate social impact into their brand
and business. We also help not-for-profits deliver more
impact through experience-led transformation.
Kara Prosser
Global Director
Isobar Good

2019 Impact

Dollars raised: $165,816,151 Donors: 2,628,986
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Transforming Family
Violence Services
SDG

SDG 5 and 10

Agency

Isobar

Country

Australia (Isobar Good)

Client

The Good Samaritan Inn

Since Australia’s first Royal Commission into
Family Violence in 2015, there’s been a rigorous
focus on examining the system from the ground
up, with a huge effort to transform Victoria’s
response to family violence. Isobar worked with
the Good Samaritan Inn to create solutions
leading to a better experience for women and
children, during their incredibly difficult time in
crisis accommodation.
Through co-design, we ensured those staying at
the Inn, staff, board members and sector experts
were involved in coming up with ideas, research
and prioritisation.
We uncovered that women feel an overwhelming
sense of safety and comfort at the Inn. This
was specifically related to the families feeling
connected through a shared living model. We
validated challenges with the physical space,
and the navigation of multiple services faced by
families through the family violence system.
We generated over 150 ideas and developed
90 concepts, and 30 business plans which are
now being executed by the Inn. They now have a
strategic roadmap
that has been prioritised holistically to the
impact on the experience of women and
children in need.

30

Business plans put
forward for the inn
to execute

Read more
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$3M

in funding for the
return to work
initiative for women

40%

increase in staff
engagement

Digital for society: Case Study

AD2J Disaster
Legal Aid
SDG

SDG 16

Agency

Dentsu Aegis

Country

US

Client

disasterlegalaid.org

In the USA the largest legal challenges
for low-income individuals and families
usually occur in the wake of a disaster.
To ease distress and aid victims with
recovery, disasterlegalaid.org offers free
self-help resources and connections
with pro bono lawyers. This is a
comprehensive national resource centre
that consolidates information and advice
from many disparate local governmental
and legal aid organisations. However,
many people are unaware of the site or
the vital resources it provides, and lawyers
do not know that the skills they have to
offer are critically important in helping
communities recover. To combat this,
Dentsu Aegis created a two-pronged
media campaign, to build a network
of legal volunteers and to increase
awareness of the centralised resources
offered by disasterlegalaid.org.
Firstly, legal professionals were targeted
with a call to action to volunteer, they
were reminded that there are many ways
to provide pro bono help, regardless of
their day-to-day work experience. This

was followed with an awareness-building
campaign aimed at people living in
parts of the country at high risk of being
impacted by floods, hurricanes, tornadoes
or wildfires.

Legal problems arising in the aftermath of a natural disaster
can have a spiraling effect, causing employment, housing
and education instability, as well as deterioration of health
and well-being. Too often those who need the most help,
get the least assistance, because they don’t know where
to turn. Our volunteers lent their talent, time and hearts to
disasterlegalaid.org’s important work. This programme is a
natural extension of Dentsu Aegis Network’s commitment to
tackling the UN SDGs, specifically, #16, Peace, Justice and
Strong Institutions and #10, Reduced Inequalities.
Miri Miller
Deputy General Counsel,
Dentsu Aegis Network Americas

Equitable access to justice is often seen
as a problem that the legal industry
must solve uniquely through pro bono
volunteering. However, this campaign
highlighted that leveraging the creative
and data skills within the marcom industry
can help improve access to justice. In
this case, in the context of recovery from
natural disasters, by engaging volunteers
and victims in an innovative, sensitive
and empathetic manner. The campaign
engaged the target communities with
digital, social and out-of-home content,
which directed them to a dedicated
landing page with special resources and
information, before taking them into the
disasterlegalaid.org homepage.
The campaign was the top primary source
of traffic to disasterlegalaid.org in 2019.
The top locations for site traffic included
at least three states impacted by recent
significant/major disasters: Tropical Storm
Imelda in Texas, Hurricane Michael in
Florida and the wildfires in California. It
also increased the number of pro bono
lawyers volunteering.

Watch video
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Over

Over

impressions delivered

probono lawyer
volunteers signed up

4.3 million

90 extra

Digital for society: Case Study

Fish Checker: Scan the
Fish, Save the Ocean
SDG

SDG 14

Agency

Dentsu X

Country

Taiwan

Client

Taiwan Edible
Magazine

Over the past few decades, more than 100
species of fish have vanished from Taiwan.
One challenge is that consumers aren’t aware
that many of the 400,000 tonnes of fish in
local markets caught per year are endangered
species, and they can’t identify which species
these are. As a magazine that promotes
sustainable food culture to Taiwanese people,
Taiwan Edible Magazine needed to do something
to rescue this unsustainable situation.
With the ambition of helping people make
more ocean-friendly fish-purchasing decisions,
and the support of many volunteers, fisheryrelated schools and environmental NGOs, we
developed the mobile web app, Fish Checker.
By following three simple steps: Scan, Show and
Share, users can now easily check whether a
fish is endangered, and share the result through
social media to spread information about these
species.
In 2019, Taiwan Edible Magazine launched
Fish Checker publicly for consumers. It was
recommended to the general public by National
Geographic’s World Ocean Day Festival, Taiwan
Radio Fishery Station and schools in coastal
town. With no media budget, Fish Checker has
engaged over 12,000 consumers in educational
events.

+12,000

consumers engaged in
educational events
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Brands For Good
Brands For Good is a coalition to make
sustainable living easier and more rewarding
for people around the world. Dentsu Aegis
co-founded the initiative alongside National
Geographic, Nestlé Waters, PepsiCo, Procter
& Gamble, SAP SuccessFactors, SC Johnson,
Target, Visa and Sustainable Brands. All
partners have agreed to harness their brand
reach, resources and influence to achieve the
following goals:
1. Embed environmental and social purpose
into the heart of our brand promise,
products and experiences.

The nine sustainable behaviours

2. Use marketing, communications and
brand influence to make sustainable living
accessible, aspirational and rewarding.
3. Work together to transform the field of
marketing to shift behaviours and drive
positive impact with people, communities
and the planet we share.
As part of the #BrandsForGood movement,
research was developed which identified nine
sustainable behaviours required to address
what the world needs for a sustainable
future. In addition, #BrandsForGood
conducted consumer research to identify
the consumer needs that drive these
sustainable behaviours. The results have
been packaged into a Toolkit for the
#BrandsforGood partners, to help brand
teams drive awareness and adoption of
consumer choices that will fuel the shift to
more sustainable living.

The #BrandsForGood
Pull Factor Framework
Consumer
Needs

What People Want

Sustainable
Behaviours

Brand
equity

What Brands
Uniquely Offer

What World
Needs

Read more
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5.4. Responsible media
As a leading global media and digital marketing company, we play a key role in shaping a
wider media industry that acts responsibly and has a positive societal impact. This is key to
building A Digital Economy That Works For All and for addressing the decline in levels of
trust in technology identified by our Digital Society Index research. Our 2019 study showed
that misuse of personal data is the number one driver of distrust in the technology industry
globally, with the majority (64%) of people we surveyed agreeing that it undermines trust in
the sector. Social media has been cited as a cause of political polarisation and the spread of
misinformation.
Alongside these challenges, marketing, communications and advertising can have also have a
significant positive impact, due to the ability of the sector to influence culture, change beliefs
and drive behaviours.
This context is changing rapidly, and we need to make sure we are responding to the
critical issues and the power of our sector for the benefit of society. Dentsu Aegis works in
collaboration with partners across the wider media and advertising industry, to achieve this.

Global Alliance for Responsible Media

The Conscious Advertising Network

Responsible Media Forum

We are a strategic partner in the Global Alliance for
Responsible Media (GARM). This is a collaboration of
agencies, media platforms and industry associations,
that works to rapidly improve digital safety and drive
accountability across the industry. It aims to ensure that
there are more positives from digital communications and
commerce, and to reduce the availability and monetisation
of harmful content. Through our partnership, we have
signed up to the following commitments:

We are a founder of the Conscious Advertising Network;
its mission is to stop advertising abuse by highlighting the
conscious choices advertisers can make to ensure good
practice. We are therefore signed up to the following six
manifestos:

We are also one of 25 partner companies that make up
the Responsible Media Forum, which aims to identify and
take action on the social and environmental challenges
facing the sector. For example, Dentsu Aegis contributed
to a recent report titled:
Mirrors or Movers II: The Superpower of Media

• taking actions which will better protect everyone
(children in particular) online;

• Consent should be informed and allow individuals choice
over how their data is used.

• working towards a media environment where hate
speech, bullying and disinformation are challenged; and

• Hate speech should not be inadvertently funded by
brands.Advertising to children should be age-appropriate,
promote positive messaging and values, and avoid
glamorising negative behaviours.

• taking steps to ensure personal data is protected and
used responsibly when given.
In October 2019, the WEF recognised GARM as a partnwer
in its Future of Media, Entertainment and Culture platform.
This endorsement has provided the alliance with new
levels of visibility.

• Ad fraud should be eradicated.
• The industry and content it produces should be as diverse
as we are.

• Advertisers must take the responsibility to ensure they
don’t fund fake news, click-bait and any intentionally
misleading content.
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“With great power
comes great
responsibility”

THE
SUPERPOWER
OF MEDIA
MIRRORS OR MOVERS II:
MANAGING THE SOCIETAL IMPACTS
OF CONTENT

Produced by the Responsible
Media Forum, which included a
powerful foreword by Christiana
Figueres, who was Executive
Secretary of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) from 2010
to 2016. The report identified
six steps to creating responsible,
socially impactful content and a
framework for good practice in
content impact measurement.

6. Diversity and inclusion
We are proud of difference. True creativity and innovation happen when teams
of diverse individuals come together. We champion individuality, and the unique
perspectives and remarkable talent that come with it. Everyone we work with is
treated solely on the basis of their abilities, allowing us to focus on achieving high
standards of performance and conduct from all employees. We are dedicated to
creating a workplace open to everyone and to create equal opportunities, so that we
attract and grow brilliantly diverse talent.

Supporting female talent
Gender diversity has been at the forefront of our global efforts to date and we
continue to address this as a priority. Our ambition is to achieve 40% female
representation in senior roles by 2020. In 2019 we saw an increase in the number of
women in senior leadership positions across our global markets from 30% (2018)
to 32%, with some markets achieving the ambition of 40%. Notably, South Africa
has achieved 75% of women in senior leadership roles and in Germany and China
we reported 40% and 42% respectively. We continue to support our female leaders
through a number of local market initiatives. For example, in the UK and Singapore we
have provided a blended learning programme focused on Women and Leadership. In
the UK, this is now in its third year. The six-month based programme includes faceto-face workshops, mentoring and self-reflective development for our talented and
ambitious women in our network. It aims to give participants the confidence, tools
and access to a network of people to build a successful leadership career here and in
the media industry. This year we also introduced a Balance Scorecard for our senior
leadership. This provides visibility on gender diversity as part of performance against
our key business metrics. It’s an important step to enable clearer accountability and
support for people development including looking at our pipeline of talent. This will
evolve in 2020 and in line with set KPIs.
Our focus on female talent has also extended beyond our organisation, with the
global launch of Female Foundry, our mentorship programme supporting female
entrepreneurs which continues to go from strength to strength. In the Americas we
also established partnerships to promote diversity in our sector including She Runs It,
New York Women in Communications, and Female Quotient.
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Establishing local networks for local impact
However, cultural differences across markets tells us we have more to do to diversify
our talent pipeline to achieve long-term change. Today we operate across 145
countries and recognise that each one faces different challenges and nuances
surrounding diversity and inclusion. We therefore take a bespoke approach to create
change for the better and the long-term. In Australia for example we collaborated with
Swinburne University and the Dentsu agency BWM to develop a strategic partnershipinternship program for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students looking to enter
the media and creative industry. The Indigenous internship was one of the first of its
kind in the sector championing future ready students through professional placements
and internships to enhance students’ skills and employment prospects.
Collectively, we have seen the power of our business come to life through the
formation of employee advocacy groups and networks to drive meaningful change
and embrace difference and individuality. The networks are open to all employees and
often work closely with each other and the business to drive the diversity and inclusion
agenda. They play a significant role in creating a better experience for our people, our
clients and our partners. One example is the US, where they have established seven
Business Resource Groups focused on women, ethnic minorities, parents, military,
LGBTQ+, faith, and wellbeing.

Inclusive marketing
According to iProspect research, 93% of marketers believe that inclusive
marketing is important as a moral imperative and/or for the business potential
it represents. Seventy-five per cent also believe that their industry is at least as
inclusive as other industries. However, when asked about the population groups
represented in a positive way in campaigns run over the previous six months in
2019, less that one out of five featured plus-size individuals and disabled people.

Our focus on the future

Analysing Cannes Lions Film Craft advertisements from 2018, the Geena Davis
Institute on Gender in Media noticed that male characters were twice as likely as
women to be shown working, white characters were five points more likely than
characters of colour to be depicted as having an occupation, and characters with
disabilities made up fewer than one per cent of characters.

We are proud of what we have achieved but know there is more to do to promote
diversity and create an inclusive workplace for everyone. In 2020 we have committed
to a new set of global principles and clear actions including introducing unconscious
bias and anti-racist training for all employees. Our regional leadership teams will
define racial and ethnic diversity targets and ensure these are representative to
market demographics. We all have a role to play to ensure we represent society and
ensure equal representation in marketing and advertising. This will continue to be at
the forefront of our work with clients.

In 2019, Dentsu Aegis became the first holding company to join the SeeHer
coalition, spearheaded by the Association of National Advertisers (ANA) in
the US. This aims to achieve the inclusive and true representation of women
and girls in advertising and media. This included the development of a gender
equality index to help members identify unconscious bias, which was provided
to the industry as an open source. It has become the global industry standard
for measuring gender bias in ads and programming. It measures perceptions of
how females are portrayed in media by asking consumers how much they agree
or disagree with four statements, which are used to compile a Gender Equality
MeasureTM score. The results are powerful. Ads with positive GEMTM scores
drive purchase intent by 26% among all consumers and 45% among women, and
brand reputation rises 11%.
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Uniquely Merkle
Several Dentsu Aegis agencies develop their own diversity and inclusion programmes.
Uniquely Merkle is structured around a framework that comprises six areas of diversity,
each led by a team of volunteer employees and designed with its own specific mission.
Merkle’s focus for 2020 is to engage these groups to develop a 2020+ Diversity
& Inclusion Roadmap. The organisation will equip its leaders and managers with
the skills needed, through external training, and partnering with HR to drive new
recruitment and retention practices.

Gender

Religion

LGBTQ+

Our mission is to continue the progress and
momentum of gender equality at Merkle.
Contributing to community, awareness and
growth, and removing barriers with gender
equality in hiring, career opportunities and
promotion. This team takes a three-pronged
approach, to:

Our mission is to promote awareness,
understanding and celebration of various
religious cultures and beliefs, through local office
support and Americas-wide communications.

Our mission is to develop an inclusive culture
within Merkle that fosters a safe place for
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer
members and supporters to celebrate and
promote the LGBTQ+ community. We’ll
accomplish this by creating an open dialogue
through community outreach, charitable
affiliations, social celebrations, educational
programmes and shared stories.

• encourage organisational commitment,
• support employees,
• and help managers/management to drive
gender equality.

Mental health
Our mission is to increase awareness by:

Ethnicity and race
Our mission is to intentionally foster equality in
recruiting, developing and retaining an ethnically
diverse workforce, by creating educational
opportunities, raising awareness, and advocacy
outreach in the Americas.

• providing mental health resources to benefit
wellness for all employees;
• reducing stigma by offering support for
employees with mental illness or employees
who are caregivers; and
• making talking about mental health feel as
familiar as talking about physical health.
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Disability
Our mission is to help facilitate a work
environment in which all employees, regardless
of ability or disability, can feel valued and
empowered to excel, and can reach their full
potential. This is carried out through a range
of focus areas including recruitment and
onboarding, advancement, policies, resources,
training, visibility, measurement and tracking.

Diversity and inclusion: Case Study

1st for Women
16 Days of Light
SDG

SDG 5

Agency

FoxP2

Country

South Africa

Client

1st for Women

1st for Women (FFW) is a challenger
insurance brand specifically designed
for women. Our aim was to position FFW
as a leader in the fight against abuse
of women during the global 16 Days of
Activism against Gender-Based Violence
campaign. In a country where genderbased violence is widespread, desensitised
and almost normalised, our challenge was
to mobilise a nation to notice, rethink and
pledge to fight against it.
For 16 nights we projected personal
tributes, written in light, onto some of
the darkest places in South Africa – the
actual locations of femicides, turning
#16DaysOfActivism into #16DaysOfLight.
Each day, we released a new film that
gave numbers a face, a place, a real
human story – brought to life, one by
one, in a harrowingly poetic way that
was impossible to ignore. Viewers were
directed to for-women.co.za where
they could pledge their support against
gender-based violence, or ask for help if
they needed it.

41.5 million

2,000%

combined reach from
omnichannel media

increase in visitors
to for-women.co.za

456%

150%

increase in pledges
from prior month

Watch video
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clicks to the
help page

Diversity and inclusion: Case Study

The Pay Gap
is Nuts
SDG

SDG 5

Agency

mcgarrybowen

Country

USA

Client

NUT-rition

In a world obsessed with less, NUT-rition believes there’s power in
more. But as a new-to-market nut mix brand, it needed to find a
unique way to break through and introduce itself to the world.
As it’s a brand that believes in helping women demand more in
snacks and in life, we looked at one of the biggest areas where
they are forced to settle for less – their pay packet. Nearly six in
ten women in the United States identified equal pay as one of the
most important issues facing women in the workplace.
The challenge was to find a genuine and credible role for a nut
brand in the gender inequality conversation. The answer: showing
the disparity in the pay gap with an actual product. It created
a smaller bag for Him and 20% bigger bag for Her, and sold
them for the same price, so men could see how it feels to get
less. Then, to give women real, tangible resources, it partnered
with Equal Rights Advocates (ERA), a national civil rights
organisation dedicated to protecting and expanding economic
and educational access and opportunities for women and girls.
Ahead of National Equal Pay Day, we documented the reactions
of men who believed they were treated unfairly. On Equal Pay
Day, we launched a programme, showing the world what it did,
announcing the partnership with ERA and driving conversation
about the issue. We enlisted the help of celebrity and known
advocate, Laura Dern, as the Executive Producer who also pushed
out content and did media interviews. Turns out, everyone wasn’t
on board: only 61% of men believe in the wage gap. We doubleddown, pledging an additional donation for every comment
against the campaign – turning trolls into a tool for good. To
further the impact, NUT-rition partnered with Walmart to release
The Equal Pay Pack, with proceeds funding an ERA legal helpline
for those experiencing pay discrepancy.

425.9 million
impressions

728,500

$100,000
donated to Equal
Rights Advocates

Watch video
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engagements

150%

inquiries to Equal Rights
Advocates helpline

8.9 million
video views

Diversity and inclusion: Case Study

Bud 42
SDG

SDG 10

Agency

Isobar

Country

Brazil

Client

AB InBev

Jackie Robinson was not only an
extraordinary baseball player, he was also
a trailblazer. He broke the colour barrier in
1947, being the first African American to
play in Major League Baseball. Honouring
Jackie when the US is more divided than
ever was Budweiser’s way of reminding
people and reinforcing the importance of
diversity and inclusion in sports.
On the 100th anniversary of his birth,
special editions of the Budweiser bottle,
promotional baseball and posters were
created. The products integrated several
unique design elements to represent the
importance of diversity. We also created a
film, directed by Spike Lee, which showed
Jackie’s struggle, drawing parallels
between the struggle for liberation in the
late 40s and the present day.

600+ million
successful
impressions

Watch video
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95%

positive public
sentiment

7. What’s next?
As we look towards 2030, we are reminded that the once-distant target year for the
SDGs is now in sight. The world has ten years left to fulfil the promises of the SDGs and
achieve real, long-term impact across a range of social and environmental focus areas.
This challenge has undoubtedly been compounded by the Covid-19 pandemic, which
has exacerbated many social issues, including income inequality, gender equality,
unemployment and digital access. As we build a new strategy for 2030, we must
consider these recent changes, so that our efforts have the most significant impact for
those most vulnerable.
This decade is also critical for averting climate disaster – we must reduce emissions
and reverse biodiversity loss for a future where we can all thrive within planetary
boundaries. The latest report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, set
out the potential impact of 1.5°C of warming above pre-industrial levels, and stated
the need for global emissions to drop by half by 2030 and to net-zero by mid-century,
to avoid the worst climate impacts. Lockdown measures may have provided some
unintended respite from sustained high emissions as air travel, traffic and industry
have slowed, but we know this is not enough to turn the tide, or to offer a sustainable
solution. What lockdown has provided, however, is an opportunity to reflect and
consider how we rebuild an economy that is restorative and sustainable.
At the same time, we are aware that the digital communications industry is facing
a crisis of trust. Issues of data privacy, misinformation and harmful content have
led to an erosion of trust in media and digital. Our own 2019 Digital Society Index
report, highlighted that 64% of people surveyed, raised concerns about the misuse of
personal data as the key factor undermining trust in the tech industry as a whole. We
know that all businesses deploying digital products and services find themselves under
similar scrutiny.
As we transition from one decade to another we know the environmental and societal
challenges set before us are both serious and significant. And yet we are confident
that significant progress in reducing our environmental footprint and that our on-going
commitment to using our skills and knowledge to support those most in need of help
to conquer the digital skills gap really can, and will enable us to build back better in
2020 and beyond.
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